Eye Walker

Blush: This is a suggestive romance (love
scenes are not graphic) Forensic
anthropologist Dr. Faith Walker has made
a career of fooling people. When they ask
her to identify a long dead loved one they
do not realize her reconstruction of the
skull has less science to it than magic. For
when Faith touches the skull she can see
the departed and many other things.
Self-made entrepreneur Vince DeLucca has
figured out Faiths secret and forces her to
help him find his dead fiancee so he can
close the book on the worst nightmare of
his life. Perhaps not the worst, for Vince is
plagued by prescient dreams about things
blowing up. This unlikely duo, one who
can look into the past, and one with horrific
glimpses of the future, teams up to solve a
murder and track a sociopath with the
uncanny ability to set a multitude of death
traps for them.
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